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Fast One-Step (Polka tempo)

Come a-long! Come a-long! Let's go down to Polka Joe's.

Join the throng, Join the throng, Down where everybody goes.

Everybody's having fun, Where the good ol' Lager flows.
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* Symbols for Guitar, Ukulele or Banjo
** Symbols for Accordion [2 = Minor, 3 = Seventh, 4 = Diminished]
Folks around the neighborhood Polka good, like they should.

When the music starts to play They all gather round and say

Come along! Come along! Let’s go down to Polka Joe’s.

Join the throng, Join the throng, Down where everybody goes.

Everybody’s having fun, Where the good ol’ Lager flows.
Come a-long, Join the throng, DOWN AT POL-KA JOE'S. Hey!

Listen to that old-time band, Oompah,
oom-pah-pah. Ain't that music simply grand? Tra-la-la-la-la.

They can play 'most anything Oompah, oom pah pah.

Pol-kas, waltzes, even swing, Tra-la-la-la-la.
Come a-long! Come a-long! Let's go down to Pol-ka Joe's. Join the throng,

Join the throng, Down where ev'-ry-bod-y goes. Ev'-ry-one's hav-ing fun

*Where the good ol' Lager flows. Come a-long, Join the throng,**

**Pram-c-ing 'round up - on their toes**

DOWN AT POL-KA JOE'S. Hey! DOWN AT POL-KA JOE'S.
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We're all Americans!
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